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----------------------------Fun in Tuscany - tours for every taste
SMALL GROUP & PRIVATE TOURS ALL YEAR ROUND
Florence & Tuscany Tour
------------------------------A unique 2 days/1 night experience to discover Florence, San Gimignano and the breath-taking
Tuscany wine region
Tour Lenght: 2 days & 1 nights
Language: english
Type: private
Availability: all year round
From: Florence
Other: Kids & family friendly
Full Description:
-------------------With this tour package you will have the chance to see the best of Florence and Tuscany under the
guidance of a local experienced and informative guide.
On the first day of tour you will be picked up at the airport or train station in Florence. After hotel
check in, you will enjoy a walking tour of Florence, best way to fully appreciate the beauty of the
medieval and renaissance monuments the city offers. Among the others, you will see the imposing
Santa Maria del Fiore with the Brunelleschi Dome, Piazza della Signoria and its outdoor collection
of marble statues, Ponte Vecchio the oldest bridge and the only one surviving the destruction of
World War 2, the Pitti, Strozzi and Medici Palaces, symbols of renaissance architecture,
Orsanmichele, a church built on a previous loggia used by the florentine comunity for the grain
market, the Medici Chaples, a grand mausoleum where all the members of the Medici dynasty were
buried. Lunch will be at a rooftop restaurant with a breathtaking panoramic view over the city. After
lunch you will visit the Museum of Accademia where the original statue of Michelangelo's David is
preserved, Santa Maria del Fiore, the cathedral or "Duomo" of Florence and the Uffizi Gallery.
Activities will be over around 6 pm. Dinner will be at your hotel. Upon request we can make a
reservation for you to a typical tuscan restaurant in Florence.
On the next day we'll leave Florence early in the morning after breakfast. We'll transfer to Siena.
You will enjoy a guided tour of Siena. We'll have lunch combined to a wine tasting class at a winery
located in the Chianti wine regione. After lunch we'll visit the medieval hilltop town of San
Gimignano, decorated by thirteen authentic 12th century towers. our excursion will include the
1300 Museum, the main squares, Rocca di Montestaffoli and the world champion Dondoli gelato
maker. We'll be back to Florence around 6-7 pm.
Prices:
-------[1-2 PAX] 2500 € (all inclusive)
[3-4 PAX] 3200 € (all inclusive)

[5-6 PAX] 3800 € (all inclusive)
[7-8 PAX] 4200 € (all inclusive)
What tour includes:
----------------------GENERAL
1. 24/24 assistance
2. Informative english speaking Fun in Tuscany tour guide
3. Private roundtrip transportation by car/minivan from/to Florence
DAY 1
1. Private pick up at airport or train station in Florence
2. Trasfer to hotel and check in
3. Guided walking tour of the city
4. Lunch at a cozy rooftop terrace with panoramic view
5. Guided visit to the Uffizi and Accademia Galleries and to the Duomo
NIGHT
1. Dinner and overnight at a luxury hotel in Florence
2. Breakfast
DAY 2
1. Trasfer to the Chianti wine region in the morning
2. Guided visit to Siena
3. Typical tuscan luch at a Chianti winery with wine tasting
4. Guided visit to the medieval town of San Gimignano
5. Transfer back to Florence
Itinerary:
----------DAY 1
9-10 am) Pick up at the Peretola airport (FLO) or at the Santa Maria Novella train station (SMN).
10 am -12 pm) Guided walking tour of Florence
12 pm -2 pm ) Typical tuscan lunch at a cozy rooftop restaurant in Florence
2-5 pm) Guided visit to the Uffizi and Accademia Galleries and to the Duomo
6 pm) Back to hotel and dinner
DAY 2
8-9 am) Breackfast and transfer to the Chianti wine region
11am -2pm) Guided visit to Siena
2-3 pm) Typical Tuscan lunch and wine tasting at a local Chianti winery
4-5 pm) Guided visit to San Gimignano
6-7 pm) Back to Florence
Note:
All scheduled times are an approximation and can vary slightly based on situations out of our
control (traffic, weather, etc.)

Meeting Point:
-----------------Private pick up at airport or train station from 9:00 am to 10:00 am
Important Info:
-----------------> Online booking is required
> No age restrictions
> No experience required
> Vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free meals available upon request
> Download the full tour description in PDF
Accessibility:
---------------> Transportation will be provided by 8-seater minivan or 4-seater car depending on the number of
gursts in your party.
> Wheelchairs and other lugguage may be stored in the trunk of the vehicle.
> Winery we'll visit in the area of San Gimignano is well accessible to differently abled persons,
with a few barriers easy to skip with help of our guide. At Poggio Alloro we'll see the panoramic
view and tour the cellar. Part of the visit will include a stop at the barn of the Chianina cows. Cellar
is well accessible by wheelchair.
> We'll drive and reach the main square of San Gimignano. The city tour will be personalized to
include an accessible area. This area covers Piazza della Cisterna with the world famous gelato
place Dondoli, Piazza del Duomo, one of the main panoramic view of the city and the main street,
from Porta San Giovanni to Porta San Matteo.
> Some of our activities are accessible to differently abled persons. You will decide which activity
to include in your tour.
> Visit to Perugia will be personalized to be accessible. Medieval town in general are not fully
accessible but our guide will help. The Sanctuary of San Francesco is accessible to differently abled
persons.
> Pools at the San Giovanni resort in Rapolano are not easily accessible.
Cancellation policy:
-----------------------> In order to book this tour a 25% deposit is required
> 50% of deposit will be refunded for cancellations up to 10 days* in advance
* 10 days are calculated from 9:00 am on DAY 1
Contacts:
----------+393926339101 - info@funintuscany.com

